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Several automotive manufacturers (e.g., Toyota, Audi, BMW)

have initiated the concept of “self-parking car” whereby a driver

positions the automobile into a location that can be maneuvered

into a parking spot under automated control by computer. On

account of wide demand for autonomous parking, many parking

control algorithms have already been developed 1)2)3). An

autonomous parking assistant generally performs complicated

tasks including environment mapping, path planning and path

tracking. The path tracking is combined of two components: a

local path planner that generates a short range (a local path) to

follow a globally Planned Path and a low level Motion (e.g.

accelerating, steering, gear...) controller.

Autonomous vehicle requires a robust, reliable and accurate

path tracking (control) method, that minimize the error of

path tracking and satisfy the vehicle’s dynamics constraints.

After parking path generation by parking management sys-

tem, a set of motion control commands must be adjusted in a

continuous manner to track parking path precisely. Control

adjustment actions are formed by incorporating information

from onboard sensing devices such as GPS, Inertial Magnetic

Unit (IMU), Odometer and Laser Sensors. We extract current

status of vehicle and parking path information such as posi-

tion, heading angle and velocities from on board sensors.

These data provide inputs to the path following controller

along the parking path that should to be followed. The con-

troller processes these data to generate appropriate control

signals to the actuators to follow the parking path and com-

pensate errors. This process is executed repeatedly in order to

provide closed-loop path tracking. 

To perform path tracking, many algorithms have been pro-

posed in literature. In 1), Pradalier proposed a parking assis-

tance system with help of a database for storing the pre-calcu-

lated control profile parameters and the resulting movement.

However, it is heavy for an on-board system to maintain such

a big database and control resolution is limited considering

the computing resource constraints. In 2), Paromtchik present-

ed an iterative algorithm for parking maneuver based on ultra-

sonic range data processing and sinusoidal function to control

the steering angle and longitudinal velocity. However this

method is only applicable for simple parallel parking maneu-

ver. Kondak 3) applied numerical methods and artificial

potential field to solve the nonlinear optimization problem of

autonomous parking though it is time consuming and not suit-

able for real time. In 4), Wada presented a multilevel driver

assistance system based on path planning and human inter-

face to assist parking. Muller 5) proposed a continuous curva-

ture trajectory design and feed-forward control for parking

method based on two steps path planning. Lee 6) proposed a

method to combine an open loop path planning and feed-
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back tracking controller for autonomous parking. However,

the low level motion controller was ignored in his research.

In 7), a four steps command planning method was proposed

to park a CyCab car. However the results are depended on

the accuracy of the servo-systems that execute the planned

commands. Several algorithms utilized fuzzy logic method

for vehicle parking control 8) 9). Though these methods are

not easy to implement in practice because of nonlinear and

computationally expensive conversion equations. Many

researches concentrated on tracking and posture stabiliza-

tion 10) 11). But results came back to be computationally

expensive and takes a long time to stabilize car. 

To overcome above mentioned problems including expen-

sive computational costs, we proposed a fast and robust

method for real time path generation and optimal steering

control. The local path is a circular arc that connects the

vehicle current position and heading to next goal point in

map by considering the vehicle kinematic model and con-

straints. Arc shape paths generated very fast and can be fol-

lowed precisely to solve the problem of expensive computa-

tion cost of tracking the parking path. We are able to react

and pass moving objects such as pedestrians and cars in

parking environment. We also proposed a command con-

troller for steering angle to provide the minimum control

error rate. By taking input from local path planner, the

motion controller generates signal to control the vehicle

accurately along the parking path. 

The accuracy of environment mapping is a key factor for

safe path planning and vehicle control in autonomous park-

ing. FastSLAM (Fast Simultaneous Localization and

Mapping) is already proposed as a novel method for real

time mapping and localization 12) 13).  However, enabling

real-time SLAM in an unstructured large-scale parking envi-

ronment is still a great challenge 14).  In this paper, we pres-

ent a method to reduce the map entropy and generate accu-

rate map for path planning and precise localization in nar-

row passages and complicated parking area. The  proposed

method is implemented on autonomous vehicle and we did

some experiments at indoor and outdoor parking area to

evaluate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed

method.

Paper structure is as follow: Section II explains the

autonomous parking architecture. Section III describes map-

ping parking area. Section IV presents the local path plan-

ning method. Section V presents the vehicle control model.

Experimental results are presented in Section VI. Finally we

conclude the research in Section VII. 

The architecture and flow chart of proposed autonomous

parking is shown in Fig. 1. The autonomous parking has

been done mainly in two steps as explained in following. 

Step1. Global Map Generation 

We need a global reference map for path planning and

vehicle control. We use occupancy grid map and improved

FastSLAM algorithm to generate global map. The vehicle

sensors data including laser data and IMU/odometer have

been used to generate the global map as an occupancy grid

map. The global map is prepared offline in advance by driv-

ing the vehicle in parking area. We record the laser and

IMU/odometer data from the vehicle sensors and generate

the global map as explained in Section III.

Step2. Real Time Path Planning and Vehicle Control

We use the generated global map as a reference for local-

ization, path planning and control in autonomous parking.

As shown in Fig. 1, we use the vehicle onboard sensors for

real time localization in the global map. We assume the

global path and parking goal points are given by higher

level of parking management system. The localization and

global parking path information have been used for real time

local path generation from start to the parking area and deal

Fig. 1　Autonomous parking architecture and flowchart

II. System Overview
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with the moving obstacles. Based on the given global park-

ing path, we generate local paths for vehicle control at each

timestamp of the vehicle control (100 milliseconds). Once

the intended local path of vehicle has been generated by

local path planner, the appropriate low level commands

have been generated for vehicle actuators.

In this paper, we mainly focus on global map generation,

local path planning and motion control for tracking the global

parking path. The detail of global parking path planner and

localization algorithm have been already explained in 15) 16).

A. Occupancy Gridmap Generation

Laser-based localization problem is similar to recognition

problem as the autonomous vehicle seeks to match the cur-

rent local map with a global reference map. Similar to

SLAM algorithm 12), the global reference map for parking is

presented using occupancy grid and laser data are projected

into two-dimensional square cells. The vehicle state Xt at

time t is expressed by the following vector;

● : vehicle position at global map at time t,

● : yaw, roll and pitch of vehicle at time t,

● : front tire angle at time t,

In probabilistic form, SLAM problem requires that the

probability distribution be computed.

This probability distribution describes the joint posterior

density of the map m and vehicle state Xt(at time t) given the

recorded observations Z0:t and control inputs U0:t up to and

including time t together with the initial state X0 of the vehi-

cle. For simplicity, the joint SLAM state may be factored

into a vehicle component and a conditional map component

as shown in equation(2).

This is a key property of FastSLAM algorithm, and the

reason for its speed. The map is represented as a set of inde-

pendent Gaussians, with linear complexity, rather than a joint

map covariance with quadratic complexity. The essential

structure of FastSLAM, then, is a Rao-Blackwellised (R-B)

state 13), where the trajectory is represented by weighted

samples and the map is computed analytically. 

The joint distribution, at time t, is represented by the set  

particles. At each time-step Δt,

particles are drawn from a proposal distribution which

approximates the true distribution, 

The driving force is measured from odometer/IMU and

steering potentiometer sensors from t until t＋Δt in the

form Ut, ＝  　　　　　　　　  where;

● : traveled distance from t until t ＋Δt by odometer,

● : yaw, roll and pitch angular velocity from IMU.

● : tire angular velocity from steering potentiometer.

The actual angular velocities differ from the measured

from the IMU and steering potentiometer due to noise. We

model these differences by a zero-centered random variable

with finite variance.  If the vehicle state Xt-1 is in the form

Xt-1 ＝　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　sampling algo-

rithm for is presented in (3);

where sample(σ) is normal or triangular distribution with

zero mean and variance σ. shows the transformation

matrixes for transforming from local to global coordination 17).

The R-B particle filter for making map is as follows. We

assume that, at time , t-1 the joint state is represented by

(4)

● For each particle draw a sample using (3);

(5)

● Calculate the importance weight of samples according

to the importance function as following;

(6)

III. Mapping Parking Area 
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● If necessary, perform resampling. 

B. Map Enhancement

The maps generated by general R-B are not accurate

enough for autonomous parking in narrow spaces such as

inside buildings and parking area of supermarkets. We pro-

pose a method based on the covariance of particles to update

the global map We update the laser obser-

vations in global maps by considering the vehicle position

uncertainty as follows;

To calculate and update the global map based on the all

vehicle states presented by the

particles is time consuming and expensive. In this paper, we

estimate the vehicle state distribution based the weighted

covariance of the vehicle states as the following;

We update the global map considering nine states for vehi-

cle as shown in Table 1.  We compare the proposed method

with general FastSLAM by evaluating the map entropy. The

entropy of a single cell in the occupancy grid is the entropy

of a discrete random variable with two possible outcomes,

i.e. a Bernoulli distribution. Notice that the maximum

entropy is obtained for p(x,y)=0.5, that is, for unobserved

cells. Recalling the independency assumption between cells,

the entropy for the whole map turns into (11):

where Ne represents the number of observed cells in the

map, i.e. cells with an occupancy likelihood different from

0.5. We have done some experiments at indoor and outdoor

parking area to evaluate the map entropy.  Fig. 2 shows

global mapping of the outdoor parking environment using

autonomous vehicle equipped with SICK laser scanner. As

shown in Fig.2 (a), (b) ,  the parking map has been

improved using new approach for map updating.  The

results of the experiments for are shown in Table 2. As

shown in Table 2, the entropy of the generated maps are

considerably improved compared to general FastSLAM.

Fig. 2　Global mapping the outdoor parking space by
autonomous vehicle

Table 1. Vehicle nine status for updating map

Table 2. Gridmap Entropy Comparison 
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A. Vehicle dynamic model

The following simple kinematic model is considered to

generate local paths, 

where (x,y) are 2D coordinate of vehicle rear axis’s middle

point, ψ measures the heading angle (the orientation of the

vehicle respect to the X axis), δ is the steering angle, v and

w are the longitudinal and rotational velocity of the vehicle,

l is the distance between the front and rear wheel axis. The

original vehicle kinematic model shown in (13) works in a

global coordinate system, which is difficult to keep high

accuracy according to the accumulation errors and noise in

sensors observations and measuring.  It is more precise to

change to local coordinate system for smooth and stable

vehicle control. 

Fig. 3. shows the definition of a local coordinate system

for vehicle control. Let d be the distance between the vehi-

cle rear axle midpoint and the desired path, naming it as P,

s is the corresponding arc length that the point P moves

along the path, inclination angle of the tangent line at point

P as ψt, ψt = ψ− ψp .

The curvature c(s) along the path is defined as following;

which can be rewritten as dψt = c(s). ds. Assume that

and the path satisfies the following conditions;

By substitute (15), (14) into (13), the local kinematic equa-

tion for vehicle control derived as (16) with the local path

coordinate qp = (s,d,ψp,δ) that can be acquired by on board

sensors of vehicle platform without any observer design.

(16)

B. Local Path Planner

The local path planner is a reactive process to avoid

dynamic and static obstacles and relies on the latest sensor

data to maintain vehicle safety and stability. By a given

global parking path, we call the local path planner frequent-

ly after a short timestamp to generate paths for vehicle

movement. The local path planner should have high per-

formance and quick response in dynamic environment. We

generate a set of pre-defined smooth paths with considering

vehicle turning constraints as the following;

where δ is the steering angle which is limited by the vehi-

cle designed maximum steering angle: 

is defined by the maximum steering value and the steering

angle resolution. Fig. 4 illustrates the local environment

with a set of predefined paths, local goal point and the

selected local path to follow the global path and avoid

obstacle. Function f (δi) maps each steering angle δi to a

specific set of pre-calculated path points in (18), 

where N is the path points number. These path points are

generated based on the vehicle kinematic model in (16). Let  

D(ρ)be the closest distance between the local goal point

and the pre-defined path ρ and Pfree is the set of obstacle-

free paths. The final path is selected to minimize the D(ρ)

and gradient of steering angle (smooth steering) from Pfree

set, as following;

IV. Path Planning 

Fig. 3　Coordination system for path following task
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Fig.5. depicts the local path planner during autonomous

parking experiments. The local path is selected to follow the

global parking path and minimize the curvature of the vehicle. 

The proposed local path planning method is effective not

only for tracking the global parking path but also for smooth

movement in the narrow space through dynamic obstacles. 

Generally, the vehicle actuators are divided into two main

parts including the velocity actuator and the steering control.

We have already proposed a method for optimal velocity

control in 18). Here we propose steering control method to

minimize the drift of steering in narrow passages area. 

In steering control module, a follow-up control system is

applied to achieve any given steering angle. Due to the sim-

plification, the steering controller is modeled in three work-

ing modes, i.e. dead zone, working zone and saturation

mode. It is reasonable to ignore the time delays in the ampli-

fier without losing too much accuracy. The voltage com-

mand to the steering motor is manipulated by the AD/DA

converter from control computer. We use the hyperbolic

tangent function as shown in Fig. 6 to estimate the AD/DA

output signal value according to the desire steering angle.

where a and b are system limited range signal values, t0 is

the "break" point (i.e., the place where the slope changes

from increasing to decreasing) and w is the "width" or steer-

ing angle constant. We are trying to minimize the drift of

the steering angle in (26)

where δ(t) is desired steering angle and δ́(t) is the actual

steering angle. The constraints consist of boundary of the

variables, such as

We have estimated the parameters in (20) to minimize the

(21) through the experiments. 

We have done some experiments in indoor and outdoor

parking area to evaluate the proposed method for

autonomous parking. Generally in Japan, the parking area

and slots are narrow and we have selected such narrow

parking area for experiments. The parking goal point and

global path are given in advance though it can be extracted

automatically using camera or information from parking

management system.  

A. Autonomous Vehicle Platform

We use an electric car which equipped with an onboard

array of sensors and computers as shown in Fig. 7. Our

V. Vehicle Control Model

Fig. 4　Local path planner

Fig. 5　Local path planner screen during autonomous parking

Fig. 6　AD/DA Output signal estimation by Hyperbolic tangent

VI. Experiment 
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vehicle is Small Electric Vehicle (SEV) which enhanced for

fully autonomous driving. A DC motor is installed to con-

trol the steering wheel for autonomous driving. Control

computer sends the voltage signal to the analog positional

control and it generates suitable command to DC servo

motor driver. Vehicle Electric Control Unit (ECU) controls

the engine torque and position of accelerator throttle by

information from accelerator sensor. The control computer

controls the accelerator throttle by setting desire input volt-

age to the acceleration control of ECU. Finally, we utilize a

compact ball screw linear motion actuator for control of

vehicle brake throttle.

We have installed three potentiometers to read position and

direction of the accelerator, brake throttle and steering

wheel. Moreover, a rotary encoder is installed in a left rear

wheel of the vehicle for measure the traveled distance and

speed of the vehicle. Two laser scanners have been installed

on vehicle for obstacle avoidance, environment mapping

and local navigation. An Inertial Magnetic Unit (IMU) with

GPS provides data from 3 accelerometers, 3 gyroscopes, a

3D magnetic field sensor and GPS information.

B. Global mapping and path planning  

We use proposed global mapping algorithm to prepare a map

of the parking area. The generated occupancy grid global map

is presented in Fig. 8 (a) with 5 cm cell resolution. We have

prepared global map in advance before starting the

autonomous parking experiments. We use the global path

planner in 15) to generate path from start to goal point. The

global parking path points are shown in solid line in Fig 8 (a).

C. Steering Control 

We have estimated and optimized the steering control

parameters in equation (20) through the experiments. The

following values are selected for parameters in equation

(20) to generate control signals to AD/DA convertor and

minimize the steering drift. 

D. Autonomous Parking

We have already developed a precise localization algo-

rithm based on multi observation particle filters 16). We use

the laser data to initialize the vehicle position in the global

map. After localization, and generating global parking path,

the local path planner generates local paths to the final park-

ing point. The motion controller also generates steering and

velocity commands to the vehicle actuators to track the

parking path and minimize the error. The local path is

updated every 100 milliseconds based on the vehicle current

position and heading and it is able to handle and pass mov-

ing obstacle. The results of two experiments are shown in

Fig. 9(a), (b). The solid line shows the designed global path

for parking and the dashed line shows the vehicle run. As

shown in Fig. 9 the proposed local path planner and motion

control methods are able to accurately track the designed

global parking path to the final parking point in narrow pas-

sages. The lateral distance error of designed global path and

Fig. 7　Autonomous vehicle platform

Fig. 8　Real time autonomous parking experiment
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actual vehicle run are shown in Fig. 10(a), (b). The average

lateral distance error for experiments I and II are 0.1217

meter and 0.075 meter respectively.   

The real time vehicle autonomous parking is shown in

Fig 8 (b). The person in the vehicle is just for safety and all

functions of vehicle control, path planning and localization

are done autonomously based on the architecture presented

in Fig. 1. 

We have presented a robust and practical architecture for

autonomous parking. We have extended our previous work

to consider parking area mapping and local path planning.

The proposed method is real time and designed to handle

moving obstacles and narrow parking passageway. We have

implemented the parking algorithm on autonomous vehicle

platform. Our experiments in narrow passage parking area

proved the effectiveness of method for autonomous parking

in complex and dynamic environment.
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